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In the Migration Observatory’s recent analysis of public opinion about immigration in Scotland, one intriguing finding 
was that about one person in ten in Scotland said that when they think about immigrants, one group they normally 
have in mind is British citizens arriving from England.

This finding highlights two fundamental questions that lie at the heart of the Scottish independence debate and its 
implications for migration. Firstly, what makes someone Scottish? And secondly, what make someone a migrant? 
These also beg further questions: who actually counts as a migrant in Scotland? And will that change if Scotland 
votes for independence?

What makes someone Scottish?

This question has many answers. Normally we might think of national identity as something that comes with 
citizenship. Perhaps the simplest answer to the question of what makes someone British is ‘having British 
citizenship’. But this cannot be applied to Scotland as long as it remains part of the UK. Current law does not provide 
for Scottish citizenship. Rather, people in Scotland have access to British citizenship on the same terms as people 
in the rest of the UK, where eligibility is conferred either by birth or through various provisions for naturalisation. 
British citizenship confers rights of residence in any part of the UK without fear of deportation and political rights 
– such as the right to vote in national elections – on the citizen. (See the Migration Observatory policy primer 
“Citizenship – What Is It and Why Does It Matter?”)

But aside from legal status there are many other factors that could be invoked by someone wishing to define 
themselves as Scottish: Scottish birth, residence in Scotland, Scottish origin or marriage to a Scot are all factors that 
could be used to claim ‘Scottishness’, and under current proposals from the Scottish government all of these would 
potentially qualify someone for Scottish citizenship.

But ‘Scottishness’ is, at this stage, still a somewhat fluid concept. Both the Scottish census and the England and 
Wales census allow respondents to self-identify as ‘Scottish’ on their own terms, without any official qualifications 
in terms of heritage, family, birth or residence. Survey research in the run-up to independence has shown that many 
people identify themselves as both Scottish and British.

The right to vote in the Scottish Independence referendum includes EU citizens resident in Scotland and some 
commonwealth citizens resident in Scotland too. This may also be seen to confer a certain ‘Scottishness’ on those 
who are granted it, as voting rights are often strongly associated with citizenship.

So, the qualifications for being defined as ‘Scottish’ - particularly in the absence of the simple definition based in 
citizenship - are complex and can be defined in many ways.

What makes someone in Scotland a migrant?

Understanding what, precisely, is meant by the term ‘migrant’ is also very challenging, even without the added 
complication of an independence referendum. The Migration Observatory’s “Who Counts as a Migrant?” briefing 
highlights the fact that there is no universally agreed definition of a migrant. For example, an international migrant 
can be defined as someone who was born in a different country from their country of residence, a person who 
is a foreign citizen, as someone who moves permanently from one country to another, or someone who moves 
temporarily.

In official statistics on immigration, emigration and net migration, the UK government uses the UN definition of 
somebody who moves from his or her country of residence to live in another country for at least one year.
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But this issue is complicated by Scotland’s current dual status as both a ‘country’ or ‘nation’ in its own right, and as a 
part of the state of the United Kingdom. Independence would formalise the border between Scotland and England, 
but a border does already exist between these two countries.

Even with this existing border, a person who moves from England to Scotland, or vice versa, despite travelling 
between two areas that are recognized as ‘nations’ is still not an international migrant in migration statistics. 
Currently, despite devolution, Scottish people moving to or living elsewhere in the UK are considered, legally at least, 
to be internal migrants, not international migrants – as are English, Welsh or Northern Irish people living in Scotland.

If Scotland were to vote for independence, many such individuals by default could become international migrants, 
at least according to some definitions. Those born in Scotland but living in England (or vice versa), would become 
international migrants by the ‘country-of-birth’ definition - though it should also be noted that by the ‘country-of-
citizenship’ definition this would not necessarily be the case.

Implications of Scottish independence on migration statistics and impact studies

A vote for independence would therefore suddenly change the number and characteristics of the foreign-born 
populations of both Scotland and the remaining UK, with significant implications for studies that use migration data 
in this way.

The ‘foreign-born’ population of Scotland would increase by the number of non Scottish-born British people resident 
in Scotland, and the ‘foreign-born’ population of the remainder of the UK would increase by the number of Scottish-
born people resident there.

As Table 1 shows, from a statistical point of view this would potentially mean that, in the event of a vote for 
independence, Scotland’s foreign-born population would increase to about 17% of its total population from its 
current level of about 7% - to account for approximately 514,000 people born in England, Wales or Northern 
Ireland resident in Scotland (see our Scotland: Census profile).

Meanwhile England and Wales would see the migrant share of its population increase by about 733,000 (the 
number of Scottish-born people living in England and Wales in 2011) from 7.5million (13% of the total population) 
to 8.2 million (14.7% of the total population) to account for Scottish-born people living there.

Table 1

Source: England and Wales Census 2011, ONS and Scotland Census 2011, NRS.
Note:*Excludes UK part not specified, as well as Great Britain part not specified for England and Wales.
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These changes would have reverberations for future studies of the impacts, economic and otherwise, of migrant 
populations on Scotland and on the UK. Each new nation would have a significant portion of its foreign-born 
population made up of residents that would have previously been considered ‘native-born’, and would share many 
characteristics with the native-born population.
Conclusions

These changes would all be the result of a reclassification of existing residents in both Scotland and the remaining 
nations of the UK, rather than as a result of any new movement of people. The dual identity of Scotland as a nation 
in its own right and as a part of the United Kingdom blurs the lines between international and internal migrants, 
and while a vote for independence may clear this up in some respects, it seems likely that it will create a new set of 
statistical complications.

Fundamentally, what this highlights is that definitions of an international migrant is arbitrary in important ways. It is 
dependent on the location and formality of an international border, and while borders may seem fixed most of the 
time they are, in historical perspective, vulnerable to changes and contestation.

If Scotland were to vote for independence, sudden and rather dramatic changes to the numbers and characteristics 
of foreign-born populations in both Scotland and the UK would occur without any of the actual border-crossings 
normally association with the terms ‘immigration’ and ‘emigration’. Aside from the oddity of reclassifying as migrants 
people who have not moved, this would create important discontinuities in analyses of the size, characteristics, and 
impacts of migrant populations in Scotland and the UK.
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